i4	ON   PSYCHICAL   ENERGY
shown, to induce affect-phenomena in the person experi-
mented upon by means of intentional psychological stimuli,
which one knows to be especially stressed with affect for the
particular individual in his relation to the experimenter,1
Apart from these experimental methods, we have also
a highly differentiated subjective system for the recognition
and evaluation of the actual affect-phenomena of others.
There is present in us a direct instinct for this, which animals
also possess in a high degree, not only with respect to their
own species, but also with respect to men and other animals,
We are aware of the least variations of an emotional character
in others, and have a very fine feeling for the quality and
quantity of affects in our fellow-men.
II.    THE   APPLICATION   OF   THE   ENERGIC   STANDPOINT
a* The psychological theory of energy
The expression 4 psychic energy * has long been in use,
We find it, for example, in Schiller *; the energic point of
view has also been employed by von Grot,3 and Th. Lipps,4
Lipps differentiates psychic energy from physical energy,
while Stern 5 leaves the question of their connexion unsettled,
We have to thank Lipps for distinguishing between the
concepts of psychic energy and psychic power. According
to Lipps, the latter term expresses the possibility of processes
forming in the mind and of their achieving a certain grade of
effectiveness and psychic connexion with life. Psychic energy,
1 For proof of this I refer to my Studies in Word Association, as
well as to Collected Papers on Analytical Psychology, 2nd edn,,
chap, 2,
 *	Schiller thinks in terms of energy, so to speak,   He works with
ideas such as the f transfer of intensity' (Verlegung der Inte&sitat),
and the like,   Ueber die dsthetischs Bmehung des M6n$cJwnt 179$,
 *	Nicholas von Grot, Die Begriffe der S&eh und der psyMschsn
Energic in der Psychologic    (Arch. f. syst. PUL, Bd, iv, 1808),
4 Th, Lipps, Leitfaden der Psychologic 1906, vol ii, pp. 82, 66 ff.
» L. W* Stem, Psych, d. individuelten Biff6r*n$tnt 1900, pp, 119 f.

